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Approximate maximum attendance: 25
Number of evaluations: 19
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What was your main takeaway?
Events like this are good community builders
Prioritize mental health awareness for self and others
I learned how much race and racism can negatively affect mental health
That the university takes mental health seriously and offers a variety of ways for students/faculty to get help.
The phrase Amanda used to introduce themself: "recovering perfectionist"

If you were telling a friend about this workshop, you would describe it as:
(Highlights: see raw data for full list)
Relevant films about mental health with discussion
Informative, interactive and fun
It was interesting to hear different people's stories
A visual approach to addressing various mental health issues of today.
Engaging, honest, and validating

How might you use what you learned today?
Downloaded a new app
Being kinder to myself
To slow down, I really liked that comment from the discussion
As a resource for my own, or someone else's, future need.
I'll be ruminating on this for a while. There were some key phrases and ideas; as a staff member though, this
reinforced what is available for students in crisis--SO IMPORTANT!
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What are the biggest barriers to your mental wellness
and/or receiving mental health support?
(Highlights: see raw data for full list)
Fear about being vulnerable
Money
Overthinking
My tendency to isolate in periods of illness
Time

How can we improve this event in the future?
It was great. I would offer that during the polling, when the box came up to choose a letter, it covered up the
actual choices
I thought it was great, very interactive, maybe try to encourage more students to join, like in classes
professors announce that it is happening
More participants for a broader audience / set of viewpoints. Use social media to get the word out. I didn't
see this announced anywhere other than my email.

Major
Adult and Higher Education
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Psychology

1

Social and behavioral sciences
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Nursing
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